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Abstract 
In a globally competitive, fast-paced business market, every enterprise depends on accurate, timely, concise 

information that is easy to analyze and understand and will support confident decisions and help the 

enterprise to objectively monitor results and make course corrections. Though spreadsheet software can be 

helpful as a personal productivity tool for simple analysis and presentation of data, these solutions fall short of 

meeting the requirements of the business enterprise. BI tools satisfy even the most sophisticated business 

intelligence needs and are designed to provide an affordable, collaborative data environment that presents 

clear results and enables users to monitor goals and objectives and take appropriate corrective action before a 

business issue becomes critical.  
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Business Intelligence (BI) and Spreadsheets 
 

For decades the ubiquitous spreadsheet environment has been the foundation for the work of 

analysts and the data they review and report. As business users began to dabble in the world of 

spreadsheets, the sharing and distribution of spreadsheets became habitual. Though the software 

and applications that form the spreadsheet environment have improved over the years, one thing 

remains true.   

 

No matter how carefully the user prepares the spreadsheet, and creates formulae and sorting and 

filtering methodology, nearly every spreadsheet lacks integrity, traceability, consistency, security, 

and compliance, and these factors erode business confidence in the data, analysis and results 

produced by the spreadsheet solution. 

 

Every enterprise – no matter how small or large – must grapple with mountains of data and 

information and most of the time this data resides in disparate systems and originates from a variety 

of sources. Without the ability to integrate data, and filter, sort and map information for easy 

presentation, the business user will spend hours sifting through information with the hope that this 

effort will result in dependable results and provide the foundation for confident decisions.  

 

Because the business landscape changes rapidly, the enterprise analysis and users must apply this 

manual effort more frequently and address the increasing need for intuitive, precise reporting and 

presentation of data. This demand for intuitive, rapid data analysis and the need for clear 

presentation, objective metrics and time series comparisons is easily satisfied by a robust Business 

Intelligence solution.   

 

BI tools empower users with streamlined, filtered data, and the most up-to-date, concise 

information, integrated from numerous diverse systems and applications. This focused analysis is 

presented in a customized view to meet the needs of each user and the unique roles they perform 

within the enterprise. The solution is accessible and secure and ensures that results are dependable 

and accurate.  There is no danger of human error, incorrect formulae, incomplete data or unclear 

results. 
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A Side-by-Side Comparison - Spreadsheets vs. BI Solutions 

Issues Spreadsheets Business Intelligence Suite 

 

Data Consistency  

 

Business users apply various techniques to extract 

the data from applications, files and data 

warehouses and store this data in spreadsheets.  

 

This method of data storage and analysis produces 

inconsistent reports, formats and formulae and 

requires extensive time and effort to maintain 

current, accurate data.  In most cases, users and 

managers alike will question the validity of the data 

and the decisions resulting from the analysis of that 

data. 

 

True Business Intelligence increases 

productivity and decreases risk, by 

providing consistent, integrated, 

current data for analysis and 

presentation. 

 

BI Tools ensure that data is consistent 

across the organization and that all 

departments, divisions and users are 

considering the same results when 

making decisions and managing tasks 

and activities.  

Data Integrity Data displayed in spreadsheets is often extracted 

from different sources in a variety of formats, 

making extraction and presentation difficult and 

data integrity uncertain.  As the data is manipulated 

and format changes are made, the quality and 

integrity of the data diminishes.  

Business Intelligence solutions can 

easily integrate and display 

information from multiple sources 

without degrading the results or 

creating an imprecise or incomplete 

view of the data.  

Design and Function In truth, the original purpose of the spreadsheet 

environment was to satisfy the need for a personal 

productivity tool. When these solutions are used to 

share or present critical data, they often fall short of 

the user needs, especially when the enterprise must 

manipulate and analyze a large volume of disparate 

data.  

Because Business Intelligence 

solutions were created to handle a 

large volume of disparate data, and to 

present that data in an intuitive 

fashion without manual manipulation 

or the risk of human error during 

collaboration, the results of data 

analysis are stable, dependable and 

accurate. 

Data and Information 

Security 

 

The security of the data contained in a spreadsheet 

is mainly dependent on operating system file rights 

available on the network or on a particular desktop. 

There is no restriction on distributing, updating, 

copying or - in some cases - even deleting these 

files. This critical security issue can lead to exposure, 

an absence of proprietary protection, governance, 

responsibility, security, privacy and confidentiality. 

Business Intelligence solutions are 

designed with multi-layer security 

protection and simple user and access 

administration processes that ensure 

appropriate access and protect 

confidential and proprietary 

information.  

 

These security protocols are based on 

robust LDAP and Active Directory 

authentication and provide built-in 

Access Rights and administration. 

Implementation of 

Compliance and 

Guidelines 

 

Spreadsheet solutions are not SOX compliant. There 

is no functionality within these solutions to track all 

the extracted or manipulated data and no way to 

audit, monitor or document data manipulation, 

removal or editing. 

Business Intelligence solutions provide 

complete and thorough SOX 

compliance with comprehensive audit 

trails and accurate reporting. 
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Issues Spreadsheets Business Intelligence Suite 

Analytical Features and 

Functionality for Business 

Use 

Spreadsheets were originally designed for technical 

or analytical users. While business users often utilize 

only a small percentage of the capability of 

spreadsheet software, there is a very real and 

critical gap between the available features in 

spreadsheet software and the needs of the average 

business user. Today’s business users must execute 

sophisticated analytical tasks with complete 

confidence – in spite of the fact that most of these 

users are not analysts, statisticians or IT 

professionals. Spreadsheet solutions do not provide 

simple, easy-to-use data analytics or powerful 

features like advance data operations, ranking, 

percentages of columns or rows or other critical 

functions.  

BI analytics are rich and robust, yet 

simple to use, ensuring that even the 

average business user can generate 

complex, sophisticated data analytics 

and views and presentations in a 

personalized environment that 

intuitively displays results with drill 

down, drill up and drill through 

capability, slice and dice, graphs and 

OLAP functionality.  

 

Publishing and 

Collaboration 

 

Spreadsheets are, by nature, personal productivity 

tools and as such, they are not appropriate for 

enterprise-wide use. The software is not structured 

or designed as a collaborative work environment, 

nor does it support or offer publishing features.  

Business Intelligence solutions include 

features to design and publish reports, 

and to provide access to analysis on 

corporate portals for critical 

accessibility and collaboration. These 

features preserve the capacity to 

appropriate display and view data 

with page settings and printing 

options.  

 

Users can receive regular, automated 

updates directed to the desktop, 

through RSS feeds and email. 

Connectivity and 

Integration with Multiple 

Data Sources 

Spreadsheet features do not support direct data 

source connectivity. 

BI solutions allow users to connect to 

diverse data sources, including RDBMS 

(through JDBC, ODBC), and file 

formats (CSV, XML, SDF and other 

formats). 

Data Updates from 

Diverse Data Sources 

 

Spreadsheet users must manually create their data 

picture and perform manual analysis each time they 

wish to update information.  

 

A spreadsheet is not a database but rather a front-

end, or user interface meant to display data and 

analysis. Operational data updates within an 

application or database must be manually 

accommodated as these updates are not 

automatically transmitted to the spreadsheet 

environment. 

Business Intelligence solutions enable 

scheduled, automated updates of data 

in real-time as applications, data bases 

and other data sources are edited and 

updated to reflect new information.  

 

Operational BI satisfies the critical 

demand for on-time, on-demand 

information and ensures that users 

are working with the most up-to-date 

information. 
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Issues Spreadsheets Business Intelligence Suite 

Unified, Intuitive Analysis 

and  Dimensions 

 

Spreadsheet software does not include the capacity 

to create dimensions though spreadsheet analysis 

does support multiple formats.  

BI data storage is in proprietary 

formats in multidimensional cubes. 

Analysis dimensions are universal for 

all users thus delivering common, 

consistent data and providing the 

same vision to all users. Dimensions 

simplify information according to 

specific business operations. 

Data Volume and 

Analytical Speed 

 

Most spreadsheet software has a limitation on data 

size and the number of rows and columns the user 

can insert and analyze. 

Business Intelligence software has no 

limitation on data volume and can 

easily manage a large volume of data 

and deliver it quickly because of its 

data storage and retrieval 

functionality.  

 

BI tools enable swift, accurate slice 

and dice operations and perform 

complex calculations quickly and 

easily. These tools are well-suited for 

ad hoc queries across diverse data 

sets. BI solutions can handle hundreds 

of diverse data sources and thousands 

of users.  

Printing and Exporting 

 

Spreadsheets have limited – or no – printing or 

export features. 

 

Business Intelligence tools support 

export to various formats like PDF, 

CSV, XML, JPEG, and XLS, and enable 

brochure quality printing with page 

setting and printing options 

Technical and 

Programming Skills 

 

If a user requires complex spreadsheet analysis or 

reports that require macro or other programming 

knowledge, the user must seek the assistance of an 

IT or analytical professional, document 

requirements for the report or analysis and wait for 

the technical resource to complete, test and 

produce the spreadsheet format and report for the 

user.  

Proprietary BI tools are designed for 

simplicity and may be used by a 

business user without technical 

assistance. BI users can create 

personalized, reports and views, and 

analyze and track the progress of 

operational, tactical or strategic goals 

and share and publish the results – all 

without the assistance of a technical 

expert. 

Ease-of-Use, Training and 

User Adoption 

Most users are familiar with the common features 

and functionality of the spreadsheet environment, 

at the most common level of functionality. Most do 

not fully understand or use the more complex 

features of spreadsheet software and many users 

are frustrated with the complexity and inconsistent 

results produced by the spreadsheet solution. 

Because the BI tool set is designed for 

the average user, there is a minimal 

training requirement, and user 

adoption is swift and successful for 

nearly all implementations. Business 

users are more likely to continue using 

the applications for day-to-day and 

ongoing use when the tools are simple 

and powerful. 
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Issues Spreadsheets Business Intelligence Suite 

Dependence on IT  

 

Spreadsheets engender a dependence on IT 

professionals and analysis and experts because they 

are, by nature, not designed to achieve 

sophisticated analytics without a significant effort 

by technical experts. 

BI tools are designed to support the 

enterprise without significant 

dependence on IT resources, thereby 

enabling the business user to address 

ongoing analytical needs while the IT 

team can focus on other, more 

pressing technology issues across the 

enterprise.  

Cost of Solution 

 

The enterprise can use spreadsheets as a 

component of a Business Intelligence suite rather 

than using spreadsheets as the standalone BI 

solution. However, the expense of installing this 

software across the enterprise and making it 

accessible to all business users can be costly. 

Integrated BI Suites can eliminate the 

need for multiple software and 

systems across the enterprise and 

there is no requirement for expensive 

customization to satisfy the diverse 

needs of the business users.  

 

Hosted Business Intelligence solutions 

have the capacity to handle thousands 

of users by means of load balancing 

features and can provide an affordable 

set of BI tools for all business users. 

Implementation 

 

Most spreadsheet solutions require installation on 

individual desktops.  If a business user does not 

have this software installed on his/her computer, 

the user will not have access to these analytical 

tools. 

A browser-based BI solution requires 

no desktop or client installation and is 

accessible from within and outside the 

office environment. These solutions 

can be deployed on a server and 

accessed from any place at any time, 

providing all users with the most up-

to-date, accurate business intelligence 

and  information 

 

Conclusion 
 

In a globally competitive, fast-paced business market, every enterprise depends on accurate, timely, 

concise information that is easy to analyze and understand and will support confident decisions and 

help the enterprise to objectively monitor results and make course corrections. 

 

Though spreadsheet software can be helpful as a personal productivity tool for simple, straight 

forward analysis and presentation of data, this software falls short of meeting the requirements of 

the business enterprise. Spreadsheets are not designed for collaboration, nor do they adequately 

support the integration and sophisticated analysis of diverse data sets and disparate data formats 

and sources.  
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When an enterprise requires custom analysis, it must depend on technical and analytical experts to 

design and develop a custom spreadsheet with unique formulae and format. Still, this custom 

solution will not satisfy the need for automated updates of information to ensure that the business 

user is apprised of the most current business results, nor will the spreadsheet environment satisfy 

requirements for information security, collaboration or other critical business needs.  

 

Proprietary Business Intelligence solutions and tools are designed for the average business user and 

views and results can be easily customized to further meet the requirements of each user role and 

function. Because BI solutions are designed to provide sophisticated analytics married with simple 

functionality, user adoption is swift and successful, and browser-based tools are accessible to every 

user within and outside the office environment.  

 

Security features comply with industry regulations and ensure that the enterprise can protect its 

proprietary and confidential data.  BI modules and tools satisfy even the most sophisticated business 

intelligence needs and are designed to provide an affordable, collaborative data environment that 

presents clear results and enables users to monitor goals and objectives and take appropriate 

corrective action before a business issue becomes critical.  

 

When one considers the comparative value of a true Business Intelligence solution versus the 

limitations of traditional spreadsheet software, it is an easy task to justify the acquisition and 

implementation of business intelligence within the enterprise.  

 

The discerning manager, executive, user or IT professional must seriously consider return on 

investment, total cost of ownership and user requirements before accepting the status quo and 

resigning the enterprise to the limitations of the spreadsheet environment and the imprecise, 

outdated, erroneous data these spreadsheets can produce.  

 

To remain competitive, organizations need to understand the big picture using consistent, reliable 

data and empowering decision makers by presenting critical business information in a meaningful 

way. In short, the organization and all of its users must be empowered with the right information, in 

the right format, at the right time.  Business Intelligence solutions provide elegant graphical 

representations of key performance indicators (KPIs) and metrics that further enable users to 

visualize trends, patterns, and relationships that impact the bottom line and enhance performance 

results. 
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About ElegantJ BI 

 

ElegantJ BI Business Intelligence solutions are accessible and affordable to organizations of all sizes, 

across all industries, around the world! ElegantJ BI offers a single, unified, comprehensive product 

suite that provides a simple, easy environment in which every business user can achieve true 

business intelligence.  

 

ElegantJ BI provides a complete portfolio of business intelligence modules and features to help 

organizations consolidate and leverage streamlined, quality information and easily manage core 

strategies and improve performance management. Designed for diverse environments, ElegantJ BI 

solutions provide intuitive views and insight from a range of data sources, applications and third 

party systems. 

 

ElegantJ BI is founded on a comprehensive, innovative, leading edge BI platform, which unifies web-

based analytics, dynamic reporting and Business Intelligence for Performance Management, 

Operational BI and Data Management. 

 

ElegantJ BI clients compete in a wide range of industries and they have successfully deployed our 

business intelligence (BI) and corporate performance management (CPM) solutions to improve 

market presence, launch new products and services, develop, execute and monitor strategies and 

goals and objectives to improve the enterprise bottom line.  
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